
Vishal Makhijani 

Date of birth: 30 Oct 2001  Nationality: Pakistani  Phone number: (+92) 3321305436 (Mobile)  Email address: 

vishalmakhijani@proton.me  

2018 – 2018 karachi, Pakistan 
OFFICE AUTOMATION aptech 

2019 – 2022 karachi, Pakistan 
ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING aptech 

2022 – 2023 larkana, Pakistan 
HIGHER SECONDARY CERTIFICATE govt: degree college larkana 

Mother tongue(s):  SINDHI 

Other language(s):  URDU 

UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction

ENGLISH C1 B2 B2 B2 B2

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user; B1 and B2: Independent user; C1 and C2: Proficient user 

Html, Java, CSS  Python Language - Basic knowledge  Experience with PHP, SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript
Begginer JavaScript for WebDevelopment  Microsoft Office 

DKM LAW GROUP - AWARD-WINNING PHP WEB APPLICATION 

Conceptualized and executed DKM Law Group web application, leveraging core PHP, to showcase superior
web development skills; accoladed at Aptech for its remarkable functionality in connecting clients with
solicitors, resulting in enhanced client-solicitor matches and positive feedback. 

SCRAP COLLECTOR - ANDROID SCRAP SELLING APP 

Using Java, I created the Android app Scrap Collector, which enables users to quickly sell scrap products and
get fixed price rates. This project demonstrated my proficiency in Android app development and offered a
beneficial service to scrap dealers. 

TASTY TIPS - ANDROID RECIPE APP 

Engineered the Android app 'Tasty Tips" using Java, seamlessly integrating the Spoonacular API to provide
users with a vast selection of recipes, detailed ingredient lists, and easy-to-follow instructions; demonstrated
proficiency in mobile app development and API integration. 
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SPEEDY RENTAL - DJANGO CAR RENTAL APP 

I created Speedy Rental, a Django-based automobile rental app, on my own. Users could look at automobile
photos, make reservations, and post reviews. My duties included full-stack development, providing a user-
friendly interface and a dependable backend. 

DJANGO GYM MANAGEMENT 

I played a key role in improving the Django Gym Management project by forking the repository and resolving
critical bugs. Through effective debugging and troubleshooting, I ensured the seamless functionality of the
application. This experience deepened my understanding of Django frameworks and honed my skills in
maintaining code quality and enhancing user experience. 

Project of the Month – Aptech 

* Developed and implemented an award-winning legal technology platform utilizing HTML, CSS, Javascript,
and PHP.
* This user-friendly website facilitates efficient client-lawyer interactions by offering:
* A search function to locate lawyers with specific legal expertise.
* An appointment scheduling system to streamline initial consultations.
* The project's innovative design and focus on user experience resulted in it receiving the prestigious
"Project of the Month" award.
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